winter cats
2020 S E AS ON

O UR 20 20 SEA SO N...

Was much the same as 2019, yet even warmer

over 12 inches or more in one heavy dump, and

off the hop. We saw a few good snow dumps in

the next week get rain! I’m not sure what to say

September and October, and thereafter did not

about all of this haywire-weather other than the

see actual snow stick until mid-December. From

fact that we are starting to expect the unexpected,

that point on, snow was sporadic and light, mixed

and just roll with the punches and make it happen.

with weeks of clear, dry sunny days that would

What else can a cat hunter do but work with what

begin to melt our base. Randomly, we would see

he/she is given.

We had Erica and Shane Laye on call right off the bat
this season. The poor buggers were on call for over
half the month of December, waiting for the first
snowfall. When it finally came, they drove quickly out
from Alberta to get in on the action. Guided by Matt
Buckingham and Seth Duncan, we had fun chasing
lynx around in the deadfall and tiring out dogs, and
searching for those big old Tom cougar tracks. Erica
ended up connecting on a giant 32.6lb tom bobcat
during her hunt, the biggest we have taken to date
in the area. A few days earlier, we chased around
a bobcat with a track almost double the one Erica
ended up harvesting, who was a crafty old sucker
and ditched the dogs in the rocks. This big tom will

ERI CA & SHA NE L AY E

be around next year, and I’m sure he’s over 40lbs
and then some. Maybe next year!
Thereafter, we had Seth Duncan come back in after
the New Year, along with his trusty sidekick Kyle
Shyback to chase after a few more cats. They began
with David Lawson, a hunter we recently met at
Arctic Red and brought to us by Brennan Grove, a
fellow guide at ARRO. They came in just after the
New Year’s holiday, and made very short work of a
great old Tom Cougar in just a few days with great
snow conditions. This old Tom was a classic sheep
hunter, with a lean athletic body weighing between
140-150 lbs, who was used to crawling around in the
rocks. He had a canine ripped from his top jaw; likely
the result of one of the many harrowing rides down
a mountain clinging to the back of a sheep, while
attempting to hold on and bring down his quarry.
This was a great Cougar to harvest and remove from
the area, to allow our sheep population a respite
from his elite hunting methods.

DAV I D L AWSO N

Next up came David Wood, who also made quick work
of another great old Tom cougar in a short timeframe.
Both big males were taken within a 5km radius of one
another, showing the overlap and tight range of cougars
in our concession. This shows a healthy population of both
ungulates (food), and the predators that hunt them.
Afterwards, we had some friends travel across the world
from Hungary to try their hand at some Canadian predators.
Balazs Frey and Laszlo Hollo, along with Attila Paller and
Gabor Kosa. This was a big group of hunters, that brought
great energy and culture to our Canadian camp. We chased
a cougar at least once per day, with the help of Kyle Shyback
and Mats Helgesson (from Sweden). These wily cats gave
DAV I D WO O D

us the slip a few times, and began to tire out the dogs. On
day 3 of our hunt, after having a downpour of rain all night
long, we decided to take a break and head to town since
we had poor hunting conditions. Shortly after we began the
drive however, we received a text from Kyle on the Inreach
saying he had cut a very fresh Tom right above camp in a
skiff of new snow. We zipped back, geared up, and sledded
up the road to catch up to the hounds. Seth Duncan came
out to join in on the chase with his trusty hounds. Mats
scaled through a cliff band following the cougar, trying to
make sense of the hound’s giant continuous loop that they
were running. He soon radioed back saying he had eyes on
a nice cat in a tree, right in the middle of the rock band and
loop the dogs were running, 60 feet up a giant ponderosa
pine. Balazs climbed swiftly up the mountain side, and made
a quick clean shot on this nice big Tom cougar. I don’t think
I have ever seen a hunter so ecstatic to harvest an animal. I
believe we may have scared every animal out of the valley

BA L A ZS FREY

with all the cheering that went on after the successful
harvest. Balaz’s Tom weighed in at 151lbs, and also had a
busted canine; the second of the season.

L A SZLO HO L LO

JA K E MO L A K

Next up came Laszlo, who had the pleasure of

Seth Duncan and Jake Molak also harvested a nice

chasing down a smart old cat who bailed from

cougar shortly thereafter that was prowling around

the tree multiple times while we were enroute.

in deer winter range. Jake came down with a nasty

After three bails, Laszlo managed to connect and

cold/flu while on the hunt that grounded him in

put the cat down, way in the valley bottom. It

the cabin for a few days, but they made it happen

took us hours to get back up and out of there to

anyways and got the job done.

the snow machines, but the return hike is always
more satisfying with a nice “cat in the bag”, as the
saying goes.

Last of the season was Dan Labossiere. Dan

This big male was a known dog killer, slinking

harvested a great Tom Bobcat weighing in at

down into the local neighborhood and snatching

30.2lbs, our second of the season and another

dogs from the backyards of residents. Seth and

giant at that! He had some poor luck on his first

Kyle’s dogs worked great together as a pack, and

go around with bad weather conditions, but came

managed to push him up long enough for Dan to

back shortly after with a hefty dump of snow and

put an end to all of the local dog-killing. Congrats

made swift work of a giant Tom Cougar on his first

fellas on this big Tom, and what a great way to end

morning of the hunt, weighing in at 172lbs.

the season!

DA N L A BO SSI ERE

Spring is now just around the corner, but next

get outside during the winter and have a great

winter will be here before we know it! 2021 is

hunt riding around on snowmobiles, and chasing

already fully booked with a great lineup of hunters

around big cats, give us a ring or send an email.

scheduled to come in and chase around some

Remaining spots won’t last long! Until next time,

Arcadia cats. We are now booking for 2022, and

cheers, and stay Corona-free!

have about half availability. If you want a way to

1-403-763-8553

arcadiaoutfitting.com

